REQUEST FOR QUOTATION 2018-08  
Persona hardware and software as needed at CCSU  
Addendum #1 Dated August 23, 2017

Contents of Addendum 1 –
Questions related to the RFQ and respective answers

CCSU received the following questions –

1) Under Hardware, item 8, Wrap around plate. Is this the correct number you have been using or a different one.

   Answer: CCSU still uses that part number but has updated the number to more accurately describe current needs. See item 9 on attached revised pricing sheet. 
   NOTE: Please complete and return the pricing sheets attached to this addendum (Rev1)

2) Under labor, item #3 & #4, POE locks. If the work describe is for work on the door slab only, who is responsible to get the data drop to the center door hinge?

   Answer: It is the responsibility of the contractor to get the PoE data drop to the center door hinge and for termination in the junction box above door frame all the way to the lock.

All other terms, conditions and specifications in the RFQ remain the same.

End of Addendum
## Unit Hardware Prices –

1) Price per Persona Passport 1000 P2 Cylindrical lockset $________________

2) Price per Persona Passport 1000 P2 Mortise WiFi lockset $________________

3) Price per Persona Passport 1000 PoE P1 Cylindrical lockset $________________

4) Price per Persona Passport 1000 PoE P1 Mortise lockset $________________

5) Price per Persona Passport 1000 P2 RIM EXIT WiFi lockset (complete with SARGENT TRIM) $________________

6) Price per Persona Passport 1000 PoE P1 RIM EXIT lockset (complete with SARGENT TRIM) $________________

7) Price per ASSA Mortise E6551-2626 Cylinder $________________

8) Price per Wrap Around Plate 10-4936-5333 $________________

9) Price per P2 cylindrical Wrap Plates (Left or Right Handed) 10-0078-L-5333 / 10-0078-R-5333 $________________

10) Price per Assa cylinder E65673 26D $________________

11) Price per CCSU custom trim plate SS CP 32D $________________

12) Price per PX Magstrip insert 52 1638 $________________

13) Price per Controller Kit P2 KP PX Kit CCSU $________________

14) Price per Outside Escutcheon 52 4759 26D $________________

15) Price per Cylindrical lock body 10 3412 $________________

16) Price per Mortise lock body PX82276 $________________

17) Price per Mounting plate assembly 52-4779 $________________

18) Price per P2 Wifi controller 52-5409 $________________

19) Price per P1 POE controller 52-4795 $________________

Company Name ______________________________________
20) Price per Inside escutcheon assembly 52-4776 26D $________________
21) Price per Door position switch 52-5373 $________________
22) Price per inside cover plate for cylindrical locks 10-0782-32D $________________
23) Price per outside cover plate for cylindrical locks 10-0783-32D $________________
24) Price per Motor assembly for rim exit 52-3891 $________________
25) Price Per McKinney Hinge POE TA2714 4 ½ x 4 ½  26D $________________
26) Price Per McKinney Hinge POE T4A3786 4 ½ x 4 ½  26D $________________
27) Price per McKinney 42” Door Harness POE-C306P $________________
28) Price per McKinney 36” Door Harness POE-C300P $________________
29) Price per McKinney typical frame harness POE-C1500P $________________
30) Price per Cylindrical Lockbody Harness 52-4844 $________________

Unit Labor Prices for complete installation* –
* “Complete installation” includes physical installation, programming, commissioning, initializing, and all needed hardware, wiring and supplies

Price per Persona P1000 P2 cylindrical lockset

Door prepped by CCSU $________________
Door prepped by Contractor $________________

Price per Persona P1000 P2 Mortise WiFi lockset

Door prepped by CCSU $________________
Door prepped by Contractor $________________

Company Name ______________________________________
Price per Persona P1000 PoE P1 cylindrical lockset

- Door prepped by CCSU $____________
- Door prepped by Contractor $____________

Price per Persona P1000 PoE P1 Mortise lockset

- Door prepped by CCSU $____________
- Door prepped by Contractor $____________

Price per ASSA Mortise cylinder

- Door prepped by CCSU $____________
- Door prepped by Contractor $____________

Price per Persona Passport 1000 P2 (RIM) WiFi Exit Device lockset

- Door prepped by CCSU $____________
- Door prepped by Contractor $____________

Price per Persona Passport 1000 P1 (RIM) PoE Exit Device lockset

- Door prepped by CCSU $____________
- Door prepped by Contractor $____________

Price, per lock for commissioning of a CCSU-installed lock $____________

Software licenses as needed, per block of 600 $____________

Company Name ______________________________

Authorized Signature __________________________

Authorized Signature __________________________